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Introduction
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Quinn London Limited was
founded in 2000 by Seamus
Quinn, with the aim to deliver
quality construction solutions
across London and the
south of England.

Built upon this ethos and led by Seamus, Quinn London
has excelled through the years to become a leading main
contractor within the office commercial fit out, social housing,
education, heritage, public buildings, healthcare, retail,
residential and leisure sectors.

Turnover and target
2021

2022

We operate throughout London and the south east for
local authorities, registered social housing landlords, charities,
higher education institutes and the public sector.
We work alongside our clients to ensure that works are
delivered to the satisfaction of the end user. Our Central
London division focuses on client communication and
satisfaction which is carefully managed by our dedicated
liaison team.

Focussed on people

Employees

Trusted by our clients
Repeat business

Quinn London Ltd

Central London Capability Brochure

£42m
£60m
+119
50%
Restricted

Quinn London Structure
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We now operate four business
units, each with expert
knowledge, specialist supply
chains and decades of
experience.
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Key Benefits of our Central
London Team
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As one of four business units,
the Central London team
engage in a range of activities
which focus on key, specialist
sectors and a repeat-business
approach with a small group of
key clients.

Although our business conducts all of its activity within the
boundary of Greater London, Quinn London have a dedicated
Central London group because we know that certain projects
require a different variety of expert handling which comes only
from working in the most congested and complex locations.
Our office is in Covent Garden, within reach of the heart of the
city. We aim to create friendly and positive relationships with
our clients, striving to find solutions and work hard with both
client and consultants to reach the right conclusions.
We have a track record of securing projects with a challenging
brief, then delivering them to a high standard. As a group we
have built an ethos predicated on not shying away from the
most difficult schemes, and in fact take pride in assisting the
client in overcoming their main challenges.

Quinn London Ltd

The team itself has formed a strong bond over time,
emphasising teamwork and a collaborative spirit above all
else. This has led to extremely low staff turnover that has built
upon the skills of the group and drive our ability to maintain
and build turnover - even in the most challenging periods
such as the one we find ourselves in now. This has been
supported by sustained and continuing participation in the
Oxford Brookes Graduate Scheme - A relationship which has
lasted over six years and continues to see Quinn enjoy the
contributions of placement and graduate students.
Finally, Quinn London are forward-thinking in the use of
technology, both within our own business and as part of the
wider industry. We are enthusiastic adopters of the use of
Procore, and are leading the charge in placing Quinn London
in a position of strength through simplified construction
management processes and efficient data management.

Central London Capability Brochure
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Key Clients

Quinn London Ltd
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Central London Management
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The market for Central London
is a crowded one - We aim to
set ourselves apart by having a
young, dynamic team in place
to lead with a clear vision of
areas of expertise, and a solid
client base

Jack Butchart, Divisional Manager, leads a team consisting of
four surveyors, three contracts managers and eleven project
managers, as well as planners and design managers - a
shared resource across the different divisions.
Responsible for delivering all of our projects within the agreed
timeframes, safely, and to the high expectations of our clients
in regards to quality of works. Crucially for this business unit
the sites are usually tight and logistically-challenging. A large
part of Jack’s role is devoted to working with the delivery staff
to devise smart ways to deliver our schemes.
Recent success has been built on a track record of
successfully securing and constructing multiple small projects
for trusted clients - meaning that our strategy offers the ability
to cover a wide variety in terms of value and scope of works.

Quinn London Ltd

Ben Sanford is the Commercial Manager for the Central
London division and has been instrumental in their yearon-year growth. Throughout his career in the construction
industry, Ben has established a wealth of commercial
knowledge across all sectors.
Importantly this allows Ben to manage the offer that Quinn
London makes to our clients in terms of rigorous cost control
across multiple sectors - something that has been a feature of
all of the Central London projects.
Due to length of service, Ben has been involved in the majority
of examples featured in this document. It is testament to
the strength of the division that a number of their staff have
been in the business for many years, and can refer to direct
experience of key projects.

Central London Capability Brochure
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Refurb & Fit Out

Refurb & Fit Out
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With so many buildings across the capital
in need of refresh, update or extension,
the Central London team step in to assist
and make tired locations into desirable
settings once more.

Refurbishment and fit out works have become much more
common in the capital, particularly over the last few years
as some councils scrutinise new planning applications much
more closely.
The idea of re-purposing an existing building can be a daunting
one, particularly dependent on the age of the structure and
the possibility of all sorts of risks potentially hidden within the
fabric.
We aim to step in and engage as fully as possible through
design stage. We commit to understanding the problems faced
by the project, and then offer construction and engineering
solutions to breathe new life into old properties.

Quinn London Ltd
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The Quad
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Converting a factory into
34 generous
warehouse-style
apartments.
Scope of works
This project consisted of the conversion of a
paper factory into 34 generous, warehousestyle one and two-bedroom apartments, laid out
over three floors and set around a landscaped
courtyard.
The original structure, services and features
which dated back to 1904, were significantly
altered with the addition of a steel frame to
provide four duplex penthouses with large
terraces overlooking Fulham’s Craven Cottage
football stadium. The building’s location and
layout provided various logistical challenges,
which required a forward-thinking thought
process and clear and concise planning of works
that incorporated a ‘just-in-time’ delivery process.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
Fundamentally for this project we were attending
to the visions of both an architect and an interior
designer. With the development in a sought-after
area of London, and with a modern, high-spec
finish being sought the team had to work hard to
realise their ambitions. The outcomes, spoke for
themselves in the end product.

Location
Putney, SW15

Logistics and site management were extremely
tight, but made more difficult by the fact that
the building was rising by a floor, whilst also
expanding out with balconies being added.
Arrangements were a complex mix of practicality
with a constant nod to safety, but were
completed smoothly.

Duration
85 weeks

Central London Capability Brochure
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Value
£8.4m
Client
Verve Properties

Contract Type
JCT 2011 SBC

The Quad
High-spec bathrooms
featuring premium fixtures
and fittings

The Quad
High-spec bathrooms

Quinn London Ltd
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Bloomsbury Square
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Converting a Grade II-listed
office into seven luxurious
apartments.

Scope of works
This project comprised of internal refurbishment
and alteration of two adjacent Grade II-listed
terraced office buildings into seven flats. There
were five floors in each building; Four above
ground level, and one below. Work included
new kitchens and bathrooms, alterations to the
existing mechanical and electrical work and
corresponding repairs and decorations.
In order to undertake the refurbishment of a
Grade II-listed building we found that forward
planning was imperative in order to coordinate
installation of internal components with external
works. Problem solving was essential on this
job to achieve Grade II compliance without
compromising the client’s requirements.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
On starting to open up the structure and conduct
our surveys and investigations, the team
uncovered numerous historic features. Thanks to
our Heritage division, we drew on their knowledge
and expertise to link into the conservation
officer, and ensure that they were preserved
appropriately.

Location
Bloomsbury, WC1

Our work was also held up to considerable
scrutiny by the client, the brother of the Duke of
Bedford. His high expectations and an exacting
set of standards around level of finish were
worked to with huge commitment, receiving his
praise on handover of the final product.

Duration
47 weeks

Central London Capability Brochure
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Value
£2.2m
Client
The Bedford Estates

Contract Type
JCT SBC

Bloomsbury
Luxurious living space

Quinn London Ltd
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Kings College London
Melbourne House
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New working space for
King’s College London
principals.

Scope of works
The project brief was to create a new senior
executive suite on the 8th floor of Melbourne
House, to provide office working space for the
KCL principle, 5 vice principles and their staff of
35 people.
The initial works involved strip out of the floor and
modification of the existing mechanical systems,
including the redirecting of existing duct work
to service the new room layout. A new AC unit
was installed along with plumbing and drainage
supply.
The client was happy with the result of the
works and the project was completed ahead
of programme. This allowed KCL early access
the floor providing sufficient time for their office
move.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
As a fit out scheme in a live environment and with
a short programme, this was conducted largely
out-of-hours or over weekends, meaning that
we had to make the most of our available time
through precise planning and real endeavour on
site.
In tandem the site was on the fifth floor, with all
of the works activities and the site set-up being
contained within the same area. Deliveries were
planned to occur sequentially with removal of
rubbish to clear space, with the smooth running
of the job largely based on a careful management
regime.

Central London Capability Brochure

Location
The Strand, WC2
Value
£400k
Client
King’s College London
Duration
11 weeks
Contract Type
JCT D&B

Restricted

KCL Melbourne House
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King’s College London
Meeting pods and seating
area

Quinn London Ltd
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London School of Economics
Student Shop

Scope of works
The full refurbishment of the LSE Student
Union Shop, which included the conversion of
a series of basement and ground floor shops
into new, retail spaces for students. The main
focus of this project was to deliver a detailed
repair programme and complete refresh,
including a wide variety of works encompassing
reconfiguration of areas including demolishing
walls, blocking up / forming new door openings,
extensive glazing and louvre / grille repairs, plus
new partitions

Project Successes
During the agreed construction programme, there
was a fire on a major connecting road (Kingsway).
For circa two weeks power was cut off to the
site and surrounding Holborn area. The team
successfully mitigated this potential time loss in
order to maintain and meet the original agreed
completion date and to make sure the start date
of another major project for the LSE was not
affected.

Quinn London also installed a disabled lift
between basement and ground floor to allow
movement of stock, forming an opening in the
ground floor and trimming with timber and
steel plates. Finally, we carried out the fit out
of the shop spaces with a mixture of new and
existing shelves and display units, including the
dismantling, relocation and refixing of existing
units from 3 shops on the campus

Quinn London Ltd
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Location
Holborn, WC2A
Value
£500k
Client
London School of
Economics
Duration
17 weeks
Contract Type
JCT Intermediate

Central London Capability Brochure
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LSE Student Shop
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London School of
Economics Student Shop
Revitalising tired spaces for
a new use

Quinn London Ltd
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St. Mark’s Theatre

Scope of works
Following completion of a new build sports hall
by Quinn London at St Marks Catholic School, we
were awarded the refurbishment and conversion
of the existing school gymnasium into a dual
drama and lecture theatre. The works were
carried out to a tight programme in a confined
space within a live school environment.

20

Project Successes
The tiered seating was built on site and formed
around a large air handling unit with extensive
acoustic housing. This ensured sufficient heating
and cooling to the 206-seat space without
jeopardising the theatre ambience. Specialist
contractors were engaged to install AV systems,
control room equipment and theatre curtains.

Location
Hounslow, TW3
Value
£450k
Client
St Marks Catholic
School
Duration
10 weeks
Contract Type
JCT Intermediate

Quinn London Ltd
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St. Mark's Theatre
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St Mark’s Theatre
Creating a specialised
and comfortable space for
performances

Quinn London Ltd
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Roehampton Parish Hall
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Providing spacious council
offices through remodelling
existing spaces.

Scope of works
The project involved the re-modelling and
refurbishment of an existing parish hall to
provide a spacious, open plan office for LB of
Wandsworth staff.
The office space was refurbished with new
cosmetic finishes throughout, lighting layout and
electrical and data installations, including CCTV,
panic buttons, fire alarms, intruder alarms and
access control.

Project Successes
Due to the large, open space in the main
hall, acoustics were an issue with it set to be
occupied by lots of people at any given time.
We worked with the design team to create a
solution involving acoustic panels installed below
the existing curved ceiling - achieving required
acoustic levels whilst also staying within budget.

A new mechanical ventilation system was
installed to improve the building’s efficiency, with
glazed partitions in the reception and meeting
rooms providing a light modern workspace.

Due to the age of the structure still needing to
accommodate a fresh new look and usage for the
space, we took on the task of establishing close
bonds with the M&E contractor. Working together
via a number of workshops we developed a
solution that ensured that the existing fabric
was not affected in the delivery of their work. We
carefully directed any difficult scope items, i.e.
services by running them through tight channels
under the original timber flooring.

Quinn London Ltd

Central London Capability Brochure

Location
Wandsworth, London
Value
£690k
Client
London Borough of
Wandsworth
Duration
23 weeks
Contract Type
JCT SBC

Restricted

Roehampton Parish Hall
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Roehampton Parish Hall
Main office space

Quinn London Ltd
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Radio House
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Our creative value
engineering solutions
allowed this fit-out to
progress.
Scope of works
The project is a fit out of an existing office
building. The building has been stripped including
the external envelope to the original RC frame.
Major structural works have been completed to
change the entrance location including a new
mezzanine floor. The building has been clad in a
mixture of brickwork, curtain walling and glass
reinforced concrete.

Location
Cambridge
Value
£6.7m
Client
Orchard Street
Investment
Management

The internal fit out captures the original details
including the barrelled roof which involves
intricate plaster work.The area is 120 metres
long and 52,000 sq ft.

Duration
40 Weeks

Challenges
The project was initially estimated at close to
£9m, exceeding the client’s budget and putting
the project at risk of stalling.
Solution
We worked closely with the client’s team to
provide creative solutions that reduced the
contract sum. Our value engineering process
dropped the overall price by £2.3m to £6.7m
which allowed the project to commence. The
project achieved a Breeam Excellent score.

Quinn London Ltd
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Radio House

Quinn London Ltd
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Radio House

Quinn London Ltd
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Healthcare
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In a populous city such as ours,
healthcare is in high demand and spread
across thousands of locations - Many in
need of expert construction assistance to
maintain pace with technology

The specialist nature of construction works in the healthcare
sector mean that they require a sensitive and considerate
contractor, very often working in occupied sites where
stakeholders must be afforded the utmost deference.
We have worked on numerous, repeat business projects with
organisations including Great Ormond Street Hospital and
University College Hospital London, often completing our work
whilst constrained only to the footprint of the work area.
There are few more challenging environments in which to
work, but we have experience and skill in a succession of
projects which we are ready to transfer to new schemes.

Quinn London Ltd
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GOSH MEDU
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Trusted delivery of the first
decontamination unit of it’s
kind in the UK.

Scope of works
The contract involved fit-out works to an existing
store room to create a compliant environment
for the decontamination of medical equipment
that has clear segregation of dirty and clean
equipment.
After initial strip-out and structural alterations,
many components were fitted including
partitions, M&E systems and flooring.
Importantly the project incorporated the design,
supply and installation of a fogging room. The
room needed to be airtight which involved
installing whiterock to all walls and the ceiling,
100% gas tight dampers on the ventilation and a
hermetically sealed sliding door. The users admit
equipment for decontamination, with the fogging
machine then spraying Hydrogen Peroxide (H202)
gas which kills viruses and bacteria in the room.
We had to design a bespoke controls system that
interlocked the gas tight dampers, the sliding
door and power to the fogging machine during
fogging.

Project Successes
Notwithstanding the installation of highly
specialist medical equipment, this featured
potentially dangerous installations which needed
the most careful and accurate approach possible.
Tara McGinty, Design Manager, and Jack
Butchart, Divisional Manager, attended Guy’s and
St Thomas’s Hospital to review any challenges
the hospital had with their own installation of
a similar fogging room, with the direct aim of
mitigating any risk to the bespoke installation at
GOSH.

Location
Great Ormond Street,
WC1
Value
£900k
Client
Great Ormond Street
Hospital
Duration
24 weeks

We also turned a corridor between two
buildings into a watertight/pest proof space.
This was very difficult, working around existing
drainage systems, existing M&E supplies,
decommissioning, plus moving and reinstalling
existing plant which were serving MRI rooms.

Contract Type
JCT D&B 2016

Central London Capability Brochure

Restricted

The team also liaised with Aquaphase - producers
of a large multi-purpose medical washer, which
can accommodate beds - ensuring that the
equipment could be installed and run correctly.

Quinn London Ltd

GOSH MEDU
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GOSH MEDU
Circulationfrom
Clockwise
areastop left Aquaphase medical washer;
Fogging machine in situ;
Carrying out contract lift to
install plant to roof; Complex
control board installed
to power and control
equipment

Quinn London Ltd
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GOSH Multi-faith Prayer Room
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Meeting the changing
needs of clients and
users in time for religious
holidays
Scope of Works
The project with GOSH was logistically
challenging as it involved the fast-track
refurbishment of the prayer room, located within
the Hospital with all surrounding corridors and
rooms remaining live throughout the project
programme.

Project Successes
Once the project had started the scope and
value were increased by 50% but the client still
needed to complete the job before Eid al-Fitr, an
important Muslim holiday. We handed over the
project early, in spite of the significant uplift in
scope items.

The works involved the temporary disconnection
and adaptation of existing services, demolition of
a number of ward partitions, replacement of the
doors and a soft strip of existing sanitary ware
and plumbing. Following the strip-out works, we
installed new partitions, a new feature ceiling and
new flooring to create the multifaith prayer room,
two ablution units, an office and a reflection
room.

This was further complicated by a requirement to
keep a main corridor through the middle of site
clear throughout as it was a hospital fire route something that was managed and observed at all
times.

This project has made it possible for patients,
family and staff to enjoy a new, dedicated space
for prayer and reflection at the world-renowned
hospital in London. The new space complements
the spiritual and religious support provided to
families by the hospital’s Chaplaincy team.

Quinn London Ltd

Location
Great Ormond Street,
WC1
Value
£300k
Client
Great Ormond Street
Hospital
Duration
12 weeks

“Fantastic effort and a huge thank you one and
all.” Mr Noor ul Owase Jeelani MBA, MPhil
(Medical Law), FRCS (Neuro.Surg.)
Head of Clinical Services – Neurosurgery

Contract Type
JCT D&B 2016

Central London Capability Brochure
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GOSH Multi-faith Prayer Room
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GOSH Multi-faith Prayer
Room
Large main prayer area,
completed to an expanded
spec at rapid pace

GOSH Multi-faith Prayer
Room
Installation of WUDU units
for purification ritual

Quinn London Ltd
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UCLH Generator Works
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Replacement of vital plant
to maintain operations.

Scope of works
The project comprised of the replacement of
the existing FG Wilson Generator with a new
1200kW/1500kVA generator. This included
new fuel pumps, day tank, new generator
switchboards, power and signal cabling works
and associated cable containment, testing and
commissioning of the new systems and stripping
out of the existing installation works at the
NHNN.
Following completion of the installation a detailed
testing and commissioning programme was put
together consisting of a series of on and offline
tests. This provided absolute certainty that there
was no risk to the hospital should there be a
mains power or an equipment failure.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
Aside from the Hospital being a live environment,
and the footprint of the site consisting only of
the space in which we were working, we also
managed a network of stakeholders which
incorporated hospital attendees, staff and
facilities managers.
Added to this we managed an incumbent
supplier based in Ireland for the largest items of
plant - With all of the above being tackled and
accommodated to deliver on time.
Finally, the kit was sourced from Ireland and
required a factory visit. After viewing and
assessing logistics, equipment had to be craned
into position but could not fit pre-assembled - so
had to be dismantled and rebuilt once in place.

Central London Capability Brochure

Location
Bloomsbury NW1
Value
£1.4m
Client
UCLH
Duration
29 weeks
Contract Type
JCT ICD 2016

Restricted

UCLH Generator Works
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UCLH Generator Works
Installation
Plant
All
equipment
area
was
reassembled in situ, due
to size

Quinn London Ltd
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UCLH Queen Mary Lift
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Refurbishment of Queen
Mary ward lifts in live
hospital environment,

Scope of works
Full refurbishment of lifts 10, 11 and 12 in the
Queen Mary Wing of NHNN.
Lift 10 is a brand new, six-person lift fitted into
an existing shaft, whilst lifts 11 and 12 are
20-person cars with the latter also upgraded to a
fire-retardant specification.
The works also consisted of the complete rewiring
and refurb of the lift motor rooms and new mains
power supplies to all lifts, as well as a back-up
supply for lift 12.

Project Successes
Replacing lifts in an extremely busy, live hospital
is no mean feat. The delivery team were in
constant liaison with all key stakeholders and our
supply chain.

Location
Bloomsbury NW1

The benefits of retaining a highly-accessible,
central location were made apparent through
the programme and allowed the right people to
attend site at short notice to resolve any issues.

Client
University College
Hospital London
Duration
46 weeks
Contract Type
JCT SBC

This project was completed in a live hospital
across the duration of the programme.

Quinn London Ltd

Value
£1.1m

Central London Capability Brochure
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UCLH Queen Mary Lift
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UCLH Queen Mary Lifts
Lift
Lift car interiorplant and
Considerable
equipment installed in a live
envoironment

Quinn London Ltd
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UCLH Albany Wing
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Revitalising a Grade I-listed
building whilst protecting
users and staff

Scope of works
External refurbishment of the Grade I-listed
Albany Wing building which consisted of cleaning
of the façade and carrying out brick and
terracotta repairs, roof repairs, decorations to
windows and rainwater goods and drain pipes,
as well as overhauling and draught-proofing of all
windows and balcony doors.
The building had been on the hospital’s risk
register as some of the terracotta cornicing and
ball finials appeared to be in poor condition and
coming loose. By completing a comprehensive
survey of the facade, UCLH had a clear
specification and were able to sensibly allocate
the funds available for the project. QLL played
a big part in delivering this quickly in order to
minimise the time scaffolding was required and
the works were on site.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
Removal of windows and reinstatement had to
be carefully planned in advance, in order not to
disrupt the operation of the hospital as there
were offices and consulting rooms plus wards
and rehabilitation rooms in the building.
Detailed programmes were produced showing
windows that were being worked on day-by-day,
with constant liaison required in order to keep
everyone abreast of the ongoing works, as well
as arranging medical cleans for clinical areas
following completion.

Central London Capability Brochure

Location
Bloomsbury NW1
Value
£560k
Client
University College
Hospital London
Duration
27 weeks
Contract Type
JCT Intermediate 2011

Restricted

UCLH Albany Wing
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UCLH Albany
Queen Mary
Wing Lift
Lift car interior
Sensitive
treatment of a
listed building, with careful
phasing to limit the impact
of works

Quinn London Ltd
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UCLH Small Works
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A relationship with UCLH
which sees multiple
projects delivered per year

Scope of works
Over the last three years the Central London
Division have supplemented their major UCLH
contract wins with a rolling, internal small works
job number.
Typically we run a small works job number over
the course of a year and this covers any works
that fall between £500 - £50,000.
Due to our central London location we are able
to offer an agile and efficient service, whereby
we can act quickly to help develop and agree
a scope of works, offer different cost options
and then fully deliver a project within very tight
timeframes to suit the client’s needs.
Utilising our regular UCLH subcontractors and
site managers, we have an extensive knowledge
of the complex building layouts and services
that form part of the various sites UCLH operate
from.. We have obtained a good understanding
of the processes & procedures and the contacts
and permissions and all the internal workings
of the UCLH. The experience and knowledge our
team gain on the smaller works then help us
deliver the bigger UCLH contracts successfully.

Quinn London Ltd

Successfully completed jobs
• The Hatter Cardiovascular Institute
- Consulting Rooms Improvements
and toilet refurbishments
• The Hospital for Tropical Diseases Level 2 Consulting Room Expansion
• Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear
Hospital - Theatre Door Replacement
• Royal London Hospital for Integrated
Medicine - Patience terrace, external
ramps and planter works
• Queens Square - Bird Proofing
and guard rail works
• Macmillan Cancer Centre - Mammography
replacement enabling works to Room 1.13
• Macmillan Cancer Centre - Aseptic
Changing Room refurbishment
• Macmillan Cancer Centre Refurbishment of Interview Rooms
• Macmillan Cancer Centre Refurbishment of Logistics Office
• Nasendoscope Unit - Refurbishment
and enabling works
• National Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery, Bernard Sunley Ward –
• Eastman Dental Practise
• Bonham Carter House - Panelled
door replacement
• CT Scanner works
• MAS

Location
Bloomsbury NW1

Central London Capability Brochure
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Value
Circa £500k / annum
Client
University College
Hospital London
Duration
52 weeks rolling
Contract Type
JCT Minor works and
NEC contracts

UCLH Small Works
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UCLH Small Works
Numerous small projects
delivered thanks to great
relationships

UCLH Queen Mary Lift
Lift car interior

Quinn London Ltd
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UCLH Small Works

Quinn London Ltd
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New Build

New Build Capability
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Central London locations can make new
schemes very challenging. With a can-do
attitude and adaptable, resourceful staff,
we offer compelling solutions to get your
project off the ground.

Securing central locations for new projects can be challenging,
time-consuming and costly. After engaging in planning,
design and procurement we know that clients are seeking
a construction partner capable of offering guidance and
support.
Over the following pages we include a series of example
projects as a demonstration of our capability, and the variety
we offer in terms of building type and sector.

Quinn London Ltd
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Graveney School
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Timber frame sixth-form
centre for west London
school.

Scope of works
Quinn London were employed to design and
build a new Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
frame extension block for Graveney School. The
main challenge on this project was the preconstruction phase of designing the CLT frame.
The internal fit out consisted of a natural timber
finish from the exposed CLT frame with all M&E
fixtures face-fixed to the wall.
We created a large, cantilevered walkway that
surrounded the building at first floor level and
also formed a balcony at second floor level,
with a spiral staircase linking the two. This
steel structure was encapsulated in a powder
coated mesh cladding system which provided
an appealing design feature to contrast with the
timber finish.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
The rules of the funding meant that the building
had to be delivered on a tight schedule and
budget, with a target cost per square metre
way below the current guidelines. The school
considered buying an off-the-peg, prefabricated
block, but were unconvinced about the quality of
accommodation it would provide.

Location
Tooting, SW17

The design aims to achieve the maximum
architectural output out of minimal means, and
is the product of the combined perseverance,
will and ambition of the client, design team and
Quinn London to achieve something unexpected.

Duration
48 weeks

Value
£2.4m
Client
The Graveney School

Contract Type
Design and Build

Recognition of works
Featured on the Architect’s Journal website in
April 2020 - https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/
buildings/urban-projects-bureaus-2-2m-tootingschool-block-completes
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Graveney School
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Graveney School Extension
Exterior

Quinn London Ltd
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Graveney School
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Graveney School
Internals - Staircase and
classroom

Quinn London Ltd
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Graveney School
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Graveney School
An external spiral staircase
led to the observatory,
installed at the peak of the
structure.

Graveney School
Telescope installed to roof
area, accessed via spiral
feature staircase

Quinn London Ltd
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Ladbroke Grove
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Award winning residential
design and build

Scope of works
The project involved the initial demolition of an
existing storage out-building and disconnection of
existing services.
The new build construction was the formation
of 21 one-bedroom, and one two-bedroom,
affordable flats with pedestrian access to both
St. John’s Terrace and Ladbroke Grove.

Project Successes
On such a heavily-constrained site overlooking
the Grand Union Canal, with an existing block of
flats to the rear, plus a builder’s yard in constant
use opposite our site entrance, management
of logistics was key and played a big part in
maintaining our momentum.

The flats were divided into two blocks separated
by a communal courtyard with the main block
facing onto the canal, and a small block to the
rear.

A cantilevered scaffold design, over the Canal,
required numerous licenses - With the site
on the border of Kensington and Chelsea
and Westminster, a considerable amount of
organisation in the preconstruction phase was
required to allow works to proceed on time.

The proximity to the canal and an adjacent
highway bridge made the logistics of this project
a major challenge.

Awards
Winner - Small project of the year
Annual Building Awards 2018

Location
Ladbroke Grove, W10
Value
£4.65m
Client
Westminster
Community Homes
Duration
62 weeks
Contract Type
PPC 2000 (D&B)

Winner - Affordable housing award
Evening Standard New Homes 2018

Quinn London Ltd
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Ladbroke Grove
Exterior view across canal,
with sliding sun-screens
sheltering private balconies

Quinn London Ltd
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Ladbroke Grove
Apartment internals

Quinn London Ltd
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Ladbroke Grove
Shared internal courtyard

Quinn London Ltd
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Providing much-needed
community resource for the
elderly.

Scope of works
The Gwynneth Morgan Daycare Centre project’s
aim was to improve the capacity of the building
by adding an additional floor to the existing
structure, with increased capacity to provide
much-needed space for the elderly in the
community.
The new day centre is spread across two
floors, with the ground floor containing various
activity rooms such as a training kitchen, gym,
hairdressing room and a large versatile central
space. The first floor contains bookable rooms
and activity spaces which are available for a
variety of uses, along with a recording studio.
The building will have a terrace area around the
perimeter. The project involved stripping out and
demolishing the existing Gwynneth Morgan Day
Centre down to ground floor slab level, leaving
only the perimeter walls. We installed new piles
to support the new steel frame which forms the
structure of the new building.

Project Successes
The main success in completion of the project
was that Quinn London assisted in ensuring
that absolute flexibility was baked into the end
product, working with the client team to adapt to
needs of the users as we built.
Crucially, the building received high praise from
the community it was created to serve. There can
be no higher accolade for any project of this type.

Location
Wandsworth, SW18
Value
£3.3m
Client
London Borough of
Wandsworth
Duration
68 weeks
Contract Type
JCT D&B

The project was delivered on a design and build
contract so we worked closely with the client to
design the building in line with their expectations
whilst maintaining programme. The client
was extremely pleased with the end product
and it has been very well received by the local
community .

Quinn London Ltd
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Gwynneth Morgan Daycare Centre
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Gwynneth Morgan Daycare Centre
Exterior

Quinn London Ltd
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Collette Court
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Structural alteration and
refurbishment to create
stunning apartments.

Scope of works
The project comprised the alteration and
refurbishment of the existing building to provide
lateral apartments at first, second, third and
fourth floor levels.
This included the demolition of the existing
staircase from first to fourth floors, which
involved extensive temporary works and
propping, to the front of the building and
relocating the residential circulation to the rear of
the property.
Finishes are of a high quality and the project
includes repair works to the façade with new
windows and new roof coverings.

Quinn London Ltd

Project Successes
The delivery team overcame significant design
challenges on this project, ultimately defining our
efforts and the successful outcomes.
A feature staircase, for instance, was unbuildable
in concept form, with Quinn offering considerable
advice on bringing it into a viable form for
fabrication and installation. This was carried out
whilst always involving the client team to ensure
the end product was at their required standards.

Location
Sloane Street, SW1
Value
£5.25m
Client
The Cadogan Estate
Duration
100 weeks

Recognition of works
Nominated for BREEAM Awards 2020 - https://
www.breeam.com/awards/your-breeam-2020/

Contract Type
JCT SBC/Q Standard
Building Contract with
Quantities
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Collette
King’s
College
Court London
Interior kitchens are a
Premium
reflection of the standard
throughout

Quinn London Ltd
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Collette Court
Apartment internals
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Quinn London Limited
Dome House
8 Hartley Avenue
Mill Hill, London
NW7 2HX
quinnlondon.co.uk
newbusiness@quinnlondon.co.uk
020 8238 1950

